Abstract. In this paper, we have addressed the complex problem of recovery for concurrent failures in cluster computing environment. We have proposed a new approach in which we have dealt with both inter cluster orphan and lost messages unlike the existing works. The proposed recovery approach is free from the domino-effect and hence guarantees the least amount of recomputation after recovery. Besides, a process needs to save only its recent local checkpoint, which is also the case for a cluster. So number of trips to stable storage per process is always one during recovery. The proposed common check pointing interval is such that it enables a process to log the minimum number of messages it has sent. These features make our approach superior to the existing works.
Introduction
Cluster federation is a union of clusters, where each cluster contains a certain number of processes. Cluster computing environments have provided a cost-effective solution to many distributed computing problems by investing inexpensive hardware [1] , [2] , [9] . With the growing importance of cluster computing, its fault-tolerant aspect deserves significant attention. It is known that checkpointing and rollback recovery are widely used techniques that allows a system to progress in spite of a failure [4] - [8] , [10] - [12] .
In cluster computing, considering the characteristics of cluster federation architecture, different checkpointing mechanisms may be used within and between clusters. For example, a cluster may employ either coordinated checkpointing scheme or independent (asynchronous) checkpointing scheme for its processes to take their local checkpoints. Note that in cluster computing failure of a cluster means failure of its one or more processes. It is the responsibility of each cluster to determine its consistent local checkpoint set that consists of one checkpoint from each process present in it. Note that in such a consistent set, there does not exist any orphan message between any pair of the checkpoints of the set [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] . But this consistent local checkpoint set, also known as cluster level checkpoint (CLC) of the cluster, may not be consistent with the other clusters' consistent local checkpoint sets, because clusters interact through messages (inter cluster messages) which result in dependencies between the clusters. Therefore, a collection of consistent local checkpoint sets, one from each cluster in the cluster federation, does not necessarily produce a consistent federation level checkpoint (also known as federation level recovery line). Consequently, rollback of one failed cluster may force some other clusters to rollback in order to maintain consistency of operation by the cluster federation. In the worst case, consistency requirement may force the system to rollback to the initial state of the system, losing all the work performed before a failure. This uncontrolled propagation of rollback is known as domino-effect [10] . Thus, there is a need to have a second level of checkpointing so that after recovery from a failure the individual clusters in the federation can restart their computation from their respective cluster level checkpoints, which are all mutually consistent with each other. All such mutually consistent checkpoints form a recovery line for the cluster federation.
The above discussion is all about determining a recovery line such that there is no orphan message in the cluster federation [1] , [2] , [13] . In this work we consider recovery in cluster federation which, in addition to the inter cluster orphan messages, will also take care of any inter cluster lost and delayed messages.
Before we go further, we have stated briefly what we mean by the above mentioned three kinds of messages and why we need to consider these messages. In this paper unless otherwise mentioned, by 'a cluster C i sends a message m to cluster C j ', we mean that some process in cluster C i sends a message m to some process in cluster C j . Similarly, by 'a cluster C i receives a message m from Cluster C j ', we mean that some process in cluster C i receives a message m from some process in cluster C We now explain the effect of the three kinds of the messages using a simple example of a cluster federation that consists of only two clusters. Consider Fig. 1 (a) . Now we observe that Cluster C 1 after taking its cluster level checkpoint CLC 1 1 sends an inter cluster message m to cluster C 2 . The receiving process in C 2 processes the message and then takes its local checkpoint that belongs to CLC 2 1 and continues. Now assume that a failure f has occurred at cluster C 1 . After the system recovers from the failure, assume that processes in both C 1 and C 2 will restart from their respective local checkpoints belonging to CLC 1 1 and CLC 2 1 . However, the sender of the message m in C 1 will resend the message m again since it did not have the chance to record the sending event of the message. Thus some process in cluster C 2 will receive it again and process it again, even though it did process it once before it took its checkpoint belonging to CLC 2 1 . This duplicate processing of the message will result in wrong computation. This message is called an orphan because the receiving event of the message is recorded by the receiving process in its recent local checkpoint belonging to CLC 2 1 , where as the sending event is not recorded. Unless proper care is taken, if the processes / clusters indeed restart from these two checkpoints, the distributed application will result in wrong computation due to the presence of the orphan message. Now consider Fig. 1(b) . Assume that after recovery the clusters restart from their respective checkpoints CLC . Note that the sending event of the message m has already been recorded by the sending process in its recent local checkpoint belonging to CLC 1 1 and so C 1 will not resend it, because it knows that it has already sent the message to C 2 . However, the receiving event of the message m has not been recorded by C since it occurred after C 2 took its checkpoint. As a result, C 2 will not get the message again, even though for correct operation it needs the message. In this situation message m is called a lost message. Therefore, for correct operation any such inter cluster lost message needs to be logged and resent when the system restarts after recovery.
Next consider Fig. 1(c) . It is seen that because of some reason the message m has been delayed and C 2 did not even receive it before the failure occurred. Now as in the case of the lost message, if the clusters restart from their respective checkpoints as shown, cluster C 1 will not resend it and as a result, cluster C 2 will not get the message again, even though for correct operation it needs the message. In this situation message m is called a delayed message. Therefore, for correct operation any such inter cluster delayed message needs to be logged and resent when the system restarts after recovery. Fig. 1(a) . Orphan message Fig. 1(b) . Lost message Fig. 1(c) . Delayed message Problem formulation: In this work we address the following problem: given the recent consistent local checkpoint set of each cluster (i.e. a CLC per cluster) in an n cluster system, after the system recovers from failures how to handle properly any inter cluster orphan, lost, or delayed message so that all clusters (and hence all processes belonging to all clusters) can restart from their respective recent (latest) cluster level checkpoints. In other words, it means that recovery will be dominoeffect free and there is no need to have a second level of check pointing algorithm unlike some existing works [2] , [13] to determine a consistent federation level checkpoint. Finally, we handle concurrent cluster failures, i.e. when two or more clusters fail concurrently. Note that the existing works have considered only single failures.
To fulfill our objective, we assume that in each cluster, cluster level checkpoints are taken following the scheme proposed in [3] , because in that scheme there does not exist any orphan message between any pair of the recent local checkpoints belonging to a cluster level checkpoint of any cluster. We also assume that the value of the common check pointing interval, say T is same for all clusters and is just larger than the maximum message passing time between any two processes of the cluster federation. The reason for choosing such a value for T has been stated in Section 2.3.
One important feature of our approach is that the recent cluster level checkpoints may not be consistent from the viewpoint of the existence of inter cluster orphan messages unlike the existing works; but we have tackled this problem easily by just defining process behavior as mentioned in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
In this context, it may be noted that even though our main focus in this work is on inter cluster lost, delayed, and orphan messages, still our proposed idea can easily be extended to handle intra cluster lost and delayed messages. We have briefly stated in Section 4.3 how it can be done.
Relevant Data Structures and System Model

System Model
The distributed system has the following characteristics [4] , [14] , [15] :1. Processes do not share memory and they communicate via messages sent through channels.2. Channels can lose messages. However, they are made effectively lossless and order of the messages is preserved by some end-to-end transmission protocol.3. Processes are deterministic. 4. Processors are fail stop. When a process fails, all other processes are notified of the failure in finite time. We also assume that no further processor (process) failures occur during the execution of the recovery algorithm. The algorithm is restarted if there are further failures.
Relevant Data Structures
Before we state the relevant data structures and their use in our proposed algorithm we need to define the following. The i th cluster level checkpoint (CLC) of a cluster is defined as a set of the i th local checkpoints, one from each process belonging to the cluster. The set of the events occurring between two consecutive cluster level checkpoints of a cluster is termed a checkpoint interval. A message between clusters is termed as inter cluster application message and a message between processes of the same cluster is termed as intra cluster message. The i th federation level checkpoint (i.e. a federation level recovery line) is a set of the i th CLCs, one from each cluster.
Let the cluster federation under consideration consist of n clusters, where each cluster consists of a number of processes. We denote the i th cluster as C We assume that each application message is piggybacked with the sender id and a sequence number assigned by the sender. If the message is intra cluster, the sender is just a process in the same cluster. Otherwise the sender is a process in a different cluster. These sequence numbers are used to preserve the order of the messages when a receiving process takes action on these messages.
Each process p i in a cluster C k maintains two vectors at its x th local checkpoint c 
Delayed Message and Check Pointing Interval
We now state the reason for considering the value of the common check pointing interval T to be just larger than the maximum message passing time between any two processes of the clusters. It is known that to take care of the lost and delayed messages the existing idea is message logging. So naturally the question arises for how long a process will go on logging the messages it has sent. We have shown below that because of the above mentioned value of the common check pointing interval T, a process p i needs to save in its recent local checkpoint c In other words, we are able to use as little information related to the lost and delayed messages as possible for consistent operation after the system restarts.
Consider the situation shown in Fig. 2 . As before we will explain using a simple system of only two clusters and the observation is true for cluster environment of any size as well. Observe that because of our assumed value of T, the duration of the check pointing interval, any message m sent by cluster C i before it takes its checkpoint CLC So such a message can not be either a lost or a delayed message. So any such message m does not need to be resent as it is always processed by the receiving cluster C j before its recent checkpoint CLC j x . Therefore, there is no need to log such messages. However, messages, such as m' and m'', sent by cluster C i in the check pointing interval between CLC i x-1 and CLC i x. may be lost or delayed. So in the event of a failure, say, f as shown in the figure, in order to avoid any inconsistency in the computation after the system restarts from the recent checkpoints, we need to log only such sent messages at the recent checkpoint CLC i x of the sender so that they can be resent after the clusters restart. Observe that in the event of a failure, any delayed message, such as message m'', is essentially a lost message as well. Hence, in our approach, we consider only the recent cluster level checkpoints of the clusters and the messages logged at these recent checkpoints are the ones sent only in the recent check pointing interval. From now on, by 'lost message' we will mean both lost and delayed message. 
Working Principle of the Recovery Scheme
In our proposed approach, we have assumed that the recent local checkpoints of every cluster form a consistent local checkpoint set, also known as the CLC of the cluster. We also have assumed that processes / clusters restart from their respective recent local checkpoints / cluster level checkpoints irrespective of the presence of any inter cluster lost and orphan messages among these checkpoints. That is, the recovery line consists of only the recent local checkpoints of all the processes of all the clusters. To maintain the correctness of the distributed computation after the system restarts, we need to have a mechanism to identify the inter cluster lost and orphan messages so that the lost messages can be resent and the duplicate messages caused by the orphan messages can be ignored. We first state how to identify inter cluster lost messages and then we state the mechanism to identify and ignore the duplicate inter cluster messages. We use two control messages, namely, a recovery message and a pseudo recovery message. The former one is issued only once by every failed process after its recovery and the later one is issued only once by every fault free process. 
Lost Messages
For simplicity we explain the idea using a cluster federation consisting of two clusters only. This idea is true for any cluster federation of any number of clusters. Consider Fig. 3 in which process p That is, the maximum sequence number among all messages received is 6. In this case, eventually there is only one received message. We now explain below first how process p i identifies any inter cluster lost message it has sent to process p p . Assume that process p p has failed. After recovery it rolls back to its recent local checkpoint c p x from where it will eventually restart. However, before it restarts, it has to determine if it has sent any inter cluster message(s) to process p i which eventually has become a lost message because of the failure. For this purpose, it sends the recovery message, denoted as M So, there is one lost message from p i to p p . It is the message m 7 . So, p i will resend message m 7 to p p after it restarts its computation.
Next we explain how process p p identifies any lost message sent to process p i . Next, to identify the lost messages sent by p p to p i , we do the following. Process p i after receiving the recovery message, will send a control message, termed as pseudo recovery message and denoted as M resend these messages preserving their order according to their sequence numbers after it restarts its normal computation. Observe that for the example in Fig. 3 , Sq ij krecv,p = 4 and Sq pk jsent,i = 4. So, there is no lost message from p p to p i . In general, for any cluster federation, processes must follow the following two rules in order to identify inter cluster lost messages.
Rule 1: Each faulty process first rolls back to its recent local checkpoint. Then it sends the recovery message only to those processes in other clusters from which it has received inter cluster messages in the recent check pointing interval. It never sends the pseudo recovery message. Rule 2: Each fault-free process first rolls back to its recent local checkpoint. Next, when it receives for the first time a recovery message, it sends the pseudo recovery message only to those processes in other clusters from which it has received inter cluster messages in the recent check pointing interval. It never sends the recovery message.
Orphan Messages
When the normal computation restarts, every process p k does the following. Whenever process p k receives any inter cluster piggybacked application message, < m, (sender id,*) > it checks if this piggybacked sequence number,'*' corresponding to the sender already exists in its recent received vector. If so, it ignores the message since it is a duplicate message. This means that message m has already been sent earlier by the sender before the occurrence of the failure and also it was sent after the sender took its recent checkpoint (the sender is now resending the message). Hence it was an orphan message. However, since the receiving process p k has already processed the message once before taking its recent checkpoint and prior to the occurrence of the failure, therefore process p k must ignore this message since it is a duplicate message; otherwise the underlying distributed computation will be incorrect.
Process Behavior
The objective of our proposed recovery algorithm is to identify the inter cluster lost messages sent by every process p k to processes in other clusters with respect to its recent local checkpoint. We assume that after the processes restart from their respective recent check points, the lost messages are first resent to the appropriate receivers before the beginning of the normal computation preserving their order. To differentiate the resent messages from the above mentioned duplicate messages, the resent messages are piggybacked with a flag,$. This flag indicates to the receiver that the received message is a resent message and the receiver then immediately processes it (preserving the order). We also assume that checking of orphan messages is performed during normal computation after the system recovers from a failure.
Algorithm to identify lost messages
The proposed algorithm identifies the inter cluster lost messages sent by every process p i . For this purpose, it uses the Rules 1 and 2 mentioned in Section 3.1. pi sends recovery message < M i r, Sq is krecv,p > to every process pp, from which it has received inter cluster message; /* to help pp (Є C s ) to identify its lost messages sent to pi*/ /* for every recovery message received from a process from other clusters, process pi does the following */ if process pi receives a recovery message < M l r, Sq lk jrecv,i > from pl , where pl Є C j and k ≠ j /* process pl has also failed and inter cluster lost messages from pi to pl are to be identified*/ if Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i pi records lost messages in Ri ; /* messages with sequence numbers starting with Sq lk jrecv,i +1 to Sq ij ksent,l are recorded as lost messages sent by pi to pl */ /* for every pseudo recovery message received from a process from other clusters, process pi does the following */ if process pi receives pseudo recovery message < M l prec, Sq lk jrecv,i > from pl , pl Є C j , k ≠ j /* to identify lost messages from pi to pl */ if Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i pi records lost messages in Ri ; /* messages with sequence numbers starting with Sq lk jrecv,i +1 to Sq ij ksent,l are recorded as lost messages sent by pi to pl */ When p i is not faulty pi receives recovery message < M l r, Sq lk jrecv,i > from pl , where pl Є C j and k ≠ j /* process pl has failed and inter cluster lost messages from pi to pl are to be identified*/ if it is the first recovery message it has received pi sends pseudo recovery message < M i prec, Sq is krecv,p > to every process pp, from which it has received inter cluster message; /* to help pp (Є C s ) to identify its lost messages sent to pi*/ if Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i pi records lost messages in Ri ; /* messages with sequence numbers starting with Sq lk jrecv,i +1 to Sq ij ksent,l are recorded as lost messages sent by pi to pl */ else if Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i pi records lost messages in Ri ; /* messages with sequence numbers starting with Sq lk jrecv,i +1 to Sq ij ksent,l are recorded as lost messages sent by pi to pl */ /* for every pseudo recovery message received from a process from other clusters, process pi does the following */ if process pi receives pseudo recovery message < M l prec, Sq lk jrecv,i > from pl , pl Є C j , k ≠ j /* to identify lost messages from pi to pl */ if Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i pi records lost messages in Ri ; /* messages with sequence numbers starting with Sq lk jrecv,i +1 to Sq ij ksent,l are recorded as lost messages sent by pi to pl */ Now assume that p i has not failed. When it receives the recovery message < M l r , Sq lk jrecv,i > from each faulty process p l belonging to other cluster to which it has sent messages, then by testing Sq ij ksent,l > Sq lk jrecv,i it identifies and records any lost messages, if any, that it has sent to the faulty process. In a similar way, it finds the lost messages it has sent when it receives any pseudo recovery message from a fault free process. It also helps other processes to determine their lost messages by sending pseudo recovery message to them. Thus, when the algorithm terminates, every process has the knowledge about the lost messages it has sent to others. Now considering the assumed process behavior, all lost messages are resent to the appropriate receivers when the processes restart their computation and no orphan message is processed twice. Therefore, the recovery algorithm together with the assumed process behavior ensures correct execution of any distributed application. •
Algorithm Lost-Message-Recovery
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Performance
The salient features of the proposed recovery approach are as follows: 1) It is domino-effect free recovery and hence guarantees the least amount of recomputation after recovery. 2) A process / cluster needs to save only its recent local checkpoint / cluster level checkpoint. So number of trips to stable storage per process is always one during recovery. 3) Since the common check pointing interval is just larger than the maximum message passing time between any two processes of the cluster federation, therefore a process needs to log at its recent local checkpoint only those messages it has sent in the recent check pointing interval. 4) It takes care of all inter cluster lost, delayed, and orphan messages. 5) It takes care of concurrent failures and so obviously it takes care of all single failure as well.
For message complexity, let us consider the following scenario. Assume that the total number of processes in the cluster federation is N out of which N 1 processes have failed. Let N 2 be the number of the fault free processes. An approximate estimate is that there are N 1 xN number of recovery messages and N 2 xN is the number of the pseudo recovery messages. So total number of messages is (N 1 xN + N 2 xN) , and therefore, the message complexity is O(N 2 ). However, the calculated complexity is only an approximation since a faulty process after recovery never sends any recovery message to any other process, faulty or not, in its own cluster. Also it sends the recovery message only to those processes in other clusters from which it has received inter cluster messages in the recent check pointing interval. Same is true for pseudo recovery messages also. Therefore, in reality this number will be much less.
Comparisons. Below we have presented a detailed comparison of our approach with the existing approaches.
Comparison with the work in [1] : In [1] the assumed architecture is such that multiple coordinated check pointing subsystems are connected with a single independent check pointing subsystem. The architecture is a very restricted one in the sense that the above mentioned multiple coordinated subsystems can not communicate directly with each other; rather they do it via the independent subsystem. This assumed restricted architecture is one of the main short comings of this work.
Our proposed approach is independent of any particular architecture. Besides, the work in [1] does not consider inter cluster lost and delayed messages, unlike our proposed work. Also the work in [1] considers only single failure. Another important difference is that in our approach there is no domino-effect, which guarantees the least amount of re-computation after recovery and only one trip to the stable storage during recovery.
Comparison with the work in [2] : In the proposed recovery algorithm [2] a cluster takes two types of checkpoints; processes inside a cluster take checkpoints synchronously and a cluster takes a communication induced checkpoint whenever it receives an inter cluster application message. Thus it needs two levels of check pointing. Each cluster maintains a sequence number (SN) which is incremented each time a cluster level checkpoint is taken. Each cluster maintains a DDV (Direct dependency vector) with size equal to the number of clusters in the cluster federation. Whenever a cluster fails, after recovery it broadcasts an alert message piggybacked with the SN of the failed cluster. All other clusters receive this alert message and some of them may decide to roll back depending on certain condition involving their corresponding entries in the DDV vectors. Each time there is a rollback, the rolled back cluster further broadcasts the alert message with its SN triggering the next iteration of the algorithm. The algorithm terminates when there is no more any alert message. Observe that both this algorithm and ours are architecture independent unlike in [1] .
One main drawback of the algorithm in [2] is that if all clusters have to roll back except the failed cluster, then it becomes an all to all broadcasting of the alert message. This may result in a message storm.
Other important drawbacks that are absent in our approach are as follows. This algorithm needs two levels of check pointing and several iterations may be needed for its completion. Besides it considers only inter cluster orphan message. It suffers from the domino effect and hence it may need considerable amount of recomputation after recovery Also, since each process/ cluster may have to save several checkpoints, therefore during recovery a process may have to make several trips to the stable storage in order to determine which checkpoint(s) need to be skipped (i.e. which checkpoints can not belong to the recovery line of the cluster federation). It may be noted that larger the number of such trips, larger will be the execution time of the algorithm. It delays the execution of the recovery algorithm further. Finally, it can handle only single failures.
Moreover, in [2] , whenever a cluster of size n has to take a consistent local checkpoint set, it requires 3*(n-1) control messages as it follows a three phase synchronous approach [10] . In our approach, processes in every cluster takes local checkpoints following the single phase non-blocking check pointing algorithm of [3] ; hence the number of the control messages is drastically reduced to only (n-1).
Comparison with the work in [13] : The recovery algorithm in [13] uses communication induced check pointing scheme as in [2] . Both this algorithm and our proposed algorithm have the following main advantage: simultaneous execution of the algorithm by all participating clusters contributes to the speed of execution and both are architecture independent.
However, the work in [13] has the following shortcomings when compared to our approach. These are: it considers only inter cluster orphan message. It suffers from the domino effect. Also, since each process/cluster may have to save several checkpoints, therefore during recovery a process may have to make several trips to the stable storage in order to determine which checkpoint(s) need to be skipped. It delays the execution of the recovery algorithm further. Another limitation is that it can handle only single failures. In Table 1 we have summarized the main differences of all these approaches. 
Consideration of Intra Cluster Lost Messages
Our proposed idea can easily be extended to handle intra cluster lost and delayed messages in the following way. Each process p i (Є C k ) needs to maintain another sent vector and another received vector. This sent vector is similar to the one used for inter cluster messages except that it logs only the intra cluster messages sent by p i to other processes in the same cluster C k during its recent check pointing interval. Similarly the received vector will represent the set of the sequence numbers of the messages received by p i from every other process p j of the same cluster C k during the recent check pointing interval. To identify intra cluster lost messages, our proposed algorithm can be easily modified so that communication via the recovery and pseudo recovery messages will take place only among processes in the same cluster C k . Observe that since the local checkpoints in a cluster are taken following the scheme in [3] , so there will be no intra cluster orphan messages among the local checkpoints of the processes in a cluster. So there will be no duplicate intra cluster messages.
Conclusion
In this work, we have presented a recovery scheme for cluster computing environment. We have dealt with both inter cluster orphan and lost messages as well as concurrent failures. None of the existing works in this area have dealt with either inter cluster lost messages, or concurrent failures. The other important feature is that a process needs to log only the messages it has sent during its recent check pointing interval. This puts a limit on the amount of the logged messages. Besides, each process restarts from its recent local checkpoint; the meaning is two fold: there is minimum re-computation per process after recovery and each process needs to save only one checkpoint, ensuring efficient memory utilization. Finally, observe that in our approach, we have not made any attempt to make the recent cluster level checkpoints consistent from the viewpoint of the existence of inter cluster orphan messages unlike the existing works, but we have tackled this problem easily by just defining process behavior as mentioned in Section 3.
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